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Secure the Border Initiative Congressional Candidate Carl DeMaio received the support of leading border security advocates, who cited his support for deMaio's 5-point Border Security Initiative. Surrounded by Christopher Harris - retired secretary, Local 1613 National Border Patrol Council, Roger Hedgecock - co-founder of Hold their
Feet to the Fire Tour of the Federation of American Immigration Reform (FAIR), Rob Davis - Secure The Border SuperPAC and Agnes Gibboney - Angel Mom, DeMaio revealed his five-point plan to secure the border and combat the growing illegal immigration crisis. DeMaio's comprehensive plan includes: Build a wall - and fully staff it:
an innovative way to fund the Border Wall and expanded staff numbers by directing all fees from visa applications and enforcement to the Border Patrol and bypassing Congress. Close the loopholes in the laws: Immigration and asylum law reform that binds the hands of our Border Patrol agents! Illegal immigrants exploit loopholes and
abuse the system to gain entry. Mandate &amp; Enforce E-Verify: Combat illegal employment by forcing companies to use e-verification. Cutoff Welfare and Repeal Sanctuary State Laws: Illegal immigrants should never receive taxpayer-funded benefits, and no illegal immigrant criminal should be protected from deportation. Chain
migration: Reform legal immigration by replacing chain migration with a system of verification and admission of the best and brightest. Read Carl's Full Plan Powerful Interests want open borders and amnesty for illegal immigrants, regardless of financial costs or security threat to our country, said Carl DeMaio. We cannot wait for
Washington politicians to take action; it is time for citizens to rise up and force action to secure the border and combat illegal immigration. Fix Congress' first initiative the only way to drain the swamp... It starts with Congress! Carl DeMaio's 10-Point Plan to hold Congress accountable for living under the same laws as the rest of us – no
special waivers! Carl DeMaio is the author of the 10-point Fix Congress First Initiative, which will essentially shake Congress and break through dysfunction and corruption in our political system. First, DeMaio proposes to force Congress to live on the same rights as the rest of us - without special waivers. Second, DeMaio deprives
politicians of their lavish perks and pensions. Third, DeMaio ends government shutdowns by imposing a strict No Budget rule, without pay. Fourth, DeMaio requires full transparency in all congressional records. Fifthly, DeMaio imposes the one-item rule on all proposed rules and extends the allocation of funds. Sixth, DeMaio proposes to
send Congress home, requiring a vote on the legislation to be held remotely during public town halls in their district. Seventhly, DeMaio proposes new rules for reforming campaign finance in order to contributions of particular importance and extends checks on campaign expenditure by politicians. Eighth, DeMaio requires read the bill's
first rule to force politicians to disclose what's in the bills before they vote for them. After the ninth, DeMaio proposes eliminating the filibuster in the Senate. Tenth, DeMaio proposes lobbying reforms and ends the revolving door in Washington, imposing a lifetime ban on members of Congress being lobbyists. California reform to win back
Congress, we must first reclaim California! California accounts for more than a fifth of our nation's economy and population. If we want to solve the problems in our country, we need to reform California. What's more, if we want to win back a majority in the House of Representatives from the left, we need to make progress in California! The
left takes its dominance in California for granted and holds 45 of the 53 congressional seats. Get some of these seats in Congress, and most of the House of Representatives can be reclaimed! That's why all Americans should help Resistance to reclaim California! Carl DeMaio organizes and leads the Resistance Movement in California.
DeMaio has proposed a 7-point California Reform Agenda - and is recruiting grassroots activists to advance it statewide. California's tax hike rate has the highest taxes in the country - and it has resulted in the highest cost of living. To propel their spending out of control, Sacramento politicians are proposing even more tax increases: gas
tax, water tax, property tax, sales tax - it never ends. Carl DeMaio leads a broad coalition across the state to oppose tax increases in the 2020 vote. In addition to opposing new tax increases, DeMaio is fighting to roll back unfair and unnecessary taxes on gas and cars that have the greatest impact on working families. Protect Citizens,
Not Criminals California politicians have promoted extreme measures that put the interests of criminals above the interests of law-abiding citizens - undermining the safety of our neighborhoods. Props 47 and Prop 57 took law enforcement tools and led to the early release of dangerous people from prison. The so-called Sanctuary State
(SB54) and related laws makes it a crime for local law enforcement, or a private company in the matter, to work with federal law enforcement to identify, detain and process criminals. Carl DeMaio supports repealing Props 47 and 57 - as well as SB54 Sanctuary State Law - before more Californians are hurt by these reckless policies.
Pension reform The biggest driver of the financial crisis facing the state of California and local government is the unsustainable salaries and pensions they offer to government employees. The government's pension crisis is not only a financial crisis, but also is to increase the cost of living for working families only so that funds can be
redirected to the pensions for government employees. Carl DeMaio proposes reforming the government's pay plans so that state and local government workers do not receive more, but also no less than the local labour market requires that these jobs be done. In addition, DeMaio proposes switching to a simple pension scheme with a
defined contribution of 401k for all new employees. Cancel high-speed rail: Repair our roads first! After years of neglect, our infrastructure has fallen into disrepair. Politicians are constantly raiding our road repair funds to cover their wasteful spending elsewhere in the budget. That's why Carl DeMaio is proposing a civic infrastructure stash
that would require that a 100% gas tax be spent on roads - no more detours. Funds should also be regularly audited and supervised by independent citizens' supervisory panels. Carl DeMaio also proposes to cancel the wasteful boondoggle known as the High Speed Rail Project and put any remaining funds from this erroneous project
back on the road. Finally, DeMaio will insist that any taxpayer-funded construction project be awarded through fair and open bidding competitiveness - no more backroom and discriminatory union contracts such as project employment contracts. The solution to California's homelessness crisis has reached epidemic proportions -
figuratively and literally. Homelessness is not an economic issue, it is a matter of public health and social services, as three quarters of homeless people suffer from mental health problems and substance abuse. These people are homeless by choice. With political coverage of the ACLU lawsuits, politicians have decided to coddle with
these troubled individuals and suspend enforcement of vagrant, whining, pan-handlers and other laws. Without these tools, law enforcement agencies have no influence on the help they need to change their lives. Carl DeMaio will propose legislation requiring law enforcement to fully enforce homelessness laws in exchange for any
taxpayer funding on these issues. In addition, DeMaio proposes to impose a mandate on community service for every person who receives public housing. Funding for homeless programs MUST be linked to accountability. Safe and successful schools Carl DeMaio fears that our schools are not disappointing our children. The basics
(reading, writing and arithmetic) have been replaced by social programs. That is why Carl DeMaio believes that all parents – not just the wealthy – should be able to make a real choice when it comes to their children's education. By expanding the choice of parents and charter schools, Carl DeMaio encourages competition to ensure the
highest quality education in all schools – public or private. academic institutions, research systems and curriculum should be determined by local teachers with parental input – without coercion on the part of government – to provide those who know our children best with the opportunity to shape their education in order to improve in
college and in the workplace. Election Integrity Voter Reform in California rolls out voters are a complete mess – with ineligible, inactive and duplicate voter registrations. To restore the integrity of our elections, Carl DeMaio proposes to clean up voter rolls by conducting a comprehensive county audit by the county. In addition, DeMaio
proposes suspending California's flawed motor-voter law immediately and replacing it with the Real Voter ID law. Carl DeMaio proposes removing the ability of politicians to change the voting title of citizens' initiatives. In addition, DeMaio proposes repealing recent laws that make it difficult to remove politicians from office when they violate
the trust of the voters they serve. Carl DeMaio is working with a team of election lawyers and reformists to bring about these changes through litigation and legislative action. [13] Join Carl and the movement. Y 27227 – San Diego, California – 92127 619-786-8019 – [email protected]
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